
 
 

April 5, Week 6 – Rest and Recovery 
Since we are half way through the 10-week training plan, we wanted to chat about rest and 
recovery. It's a common belief that to get faster and run longer you need to simply run longer 
and faster, i.e., more running. While you do need to put in more hours out there on the 
pavement or trails, the key ingredient in getting faster and running longer is recovery. 
 
Because of running's intensity, you need to pay special attention to giving your body   proper 
rest.  Recovery begins right after your workout with a cool down and stretching, which will help 
minimize post-run soreness.  Proper post-run nutrition, hydration and icing are also key 
components of recovery. Taking a rest day every week will help your performance – both 
physiologically and psychologically. Your muscles repair, rebuild and strengthen during rest 
periods and scheduling in rest days will help you maintain a better balance between home, work 
and fitness goals. 

Muscles gain strength through increased work: When you begin to run faster and your muscles 
are working harder, the forceful contractions cause micro-tears in your muscles. The body heals 
these micro-tears through the circulatory system, which delivers the oxygen and nutrients to the 
muscles that need repair. Cross-training, foam rolling and easy runs are beneficial because they 
increase blood flow to your muscles which helps to get rid of waste products while deliver fresh 
oxygen and nutrients. 

Without proper rest and recovery, your muscles will not be able to adapt to the stress, explains 
Stacy Sims, Ph.D., at the Stanford Prevention-Research Center, School of Medicine.  If you 
continually over train, you will lose strength, speed and be more susceptible to getting sick. 
There are a few telltale signs of overtraining: irregular/disrupted sleep patterns, lack of energy 
and strength, and getting sick. Don’t think this only happens to elite runners or those running 
100 miles a week. It can happen to all runners. Between life, work, bills, children, daily stresses, 
we are all susceptible to the effects of overtraining.   

Why Resting is Important 

1. Aids recovery:  a rest day or two gives your bones, muscles, tendons and ligaments time 
to repair themselves. Your muscles grow during rest periods, not while exercising.  

2. You stay healthy: rest days lower the risk of a compromised immune system.  
3. Better sleep: adequate sleep allows the mind to repair itself  
4. Lowers stress: decreases abnormal levels of cortisol, the stress hormone. 
5. More energy: ensuring you are rested helps you avoid energy slumps in the afternoon 

and you will perform better 

 



 
 
Ways to Recover 
There are two categories of recovery: short-term and long-term.  Short-term recovery is 
immediately after a training session. Long-term recovery/rest is built into your training plan.  

Short-term recovery, also called active recovery, happens immediately following exercise 
(usually more intense or longer workouts). Active recovery is low-intensity exercise after 
workouts such as walking, stretching, foam rolling. A key part of short-term recovery is 
nutritional: replenishing energy stores and fluids lost during exercise.  

Long-term recovery refers to rest and recovery built into training programs. Most training 
programs include rest days and recovery weeks.  This is a key reason to find a coach you trust 
because he/she will be able to incorporate cross-training and make changes to intensity, time, 
distance and all other training variables.  

Listen to Your Body for a Faster Recovery 

The most important aspect to recovery and understanding when you need it is to listen to your 
body. If you are tired, sore or your performance is decreased, you may need more recovery time 
or rest day. Pay attention to how your body feels during training because, in most cases, it will let 
you know what it needs and when it needs it. It’s okay to slow down, skip a workout or take an 
additional rest day! Injuries occur when we don’t listen to our bodies or heed the warning signs.  
 
Tips for Rest and Recovery 

• Invest in at home recovery tools like a foam roller or stick 
• Don't ignore nagging pain 
• Ice, Ice baby. Reduce soreness and inflammation on tender areas with ice (20 minutes 

on/20 minutes off) after exercise 
• Take a rest day every week 
• Focus on sleeping for at least 8 hours during higher mileage weeks 
• Get a massage 
• Replace fluids after working out 

 
Here are our favorite tools: 
1 - The Stick - https://www.amazon.com/Stick-Travel-Flexibility-Therapeutic-
Potentially/dp/B000P7PVWU/ref=sr_1_3?crid=1VMLYOIAX2BGV&dchild=1&keywords=the+stick+massage+roller+or
iginal&qid=1613325639&sprefix=the+stick+%2Caps%2C269&sr=8-3 
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2 - Trigger Point Foam Roller - https://www.amazon.com/TriggerPoint-Roller-Instructional-
Original-13-
inch/dp/B0040EGNIU/ref=sr_1_5?crid=3LI6Z5Z9R6SSE&dchild=1&keywords=trigger+point+foam
+roller&qid=1613325809&sprefix=trigger+point%2Caps%2C246&sr=8-5 
3 - MELT balls - https://www.meltmethod.com/ 
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